This Month’s Highlights

UP FRONT MATTERS

Editorials
183 A Look at Transactivation of the EGF Receptor by Angiotensin II
Hirokazu Okada
- See related article by Chen et al. (pp. 215–224).

185 Managing Microvascular Complications of Diabetes with MicroRNAs
Shawn S. Badal and Farhad R. Danesh
- See related article by Wang et al. (pp. 252–265).

187 Sphingosine Lipids in the Resolution of Renal Ischemia and Reperfusion Injury
Almut Grenz
- See related article by Park et al. (pp. 266–280).

189 The Crossroad of RAAS Modulation, Inflammation, and Oxidative Stress in Dialysis Patients: Light at the End of the Tunnel?
Joshua J. Zaritsky and Kamyar Kalantar-Zadeh
- See related article by Gamboa et al. (pp. 334–342).

192 ESAs in Transplant Anemia: One Size Does Not “Fit All”
Anita Mehrotra
- See related article by Choukroun et al. (pp. 360–368).

Brief Review
194 The Renal Mononuclear Phagocytic System
Peter J. Nelson, Andrew J. Rees, Matthew D. Griffin, Jeremy Hughes, Christian Kurts, and Jeremy Duffield

Science in Renal Medicine
204 It Is Chloride Depletion Alkalosis, Not Contraction Alkalosis
Robert G. Luke and John H. Gallia

BRIEF COMMUNICATION

209 ★Urinary FSP1 Is a Biomarker of Crescentic GN
Masayuki Iwano, Yukinari Yamaguchi, Takaaki Iwamoto, Kimihiko Nakatani, Masaru Matsui, Atsushi Kubo, Yasuhiro Akai, Toshio Mori, and Yoshihiko Saito

215 ★EGFR Signaling Promotes TGF-β-Dependent Renal Fibrosis
- See related editorial by Okada (pp. 183–185).

225 Pathologic Characteristics of Transplanted Kidney Xenografts
Akira Shimizu, Kazuhiko Yamada, Simon C. Robson, David H. Sachs, and Robert B. Colvin

236 Mannose Receptor 2 Attenuates Renal Fibrosis

252 ★Suppression of microRNA-29 Expression by TGF-β1 Promotes Collagen Expression and Renal Fibrosis
Bo Wang, Radko Komers, Rosemarie Carew, Catherine E. Winbanks, Bei Xu, Michał Herman-Edelstein, Philip Koh, Merlin Thomas, Karin Jandeleit-Dahm, Paul Gregorevic, Mark E. Cooper, and Phillip Kantharidis
- See related editorial by Badal and Danesh (pp. 185–187).

266 Inhibition of Sphingosine 1-Phosphate Receptor 2 Protects against Renal Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury
Sang Won Park, Mihwa Kim, Kevin M. Brown, Vivette D. D’Agati, and H. Thomas Lee
- See related editorial by Grenz (pp. 187–189).

Red star ★ indicates articles that are features in This Month’s Highlights.
GPR48 Increases Mineralocorticoid Receptor Gene Expression
Jiqiu Wang, Xiaoying Li, Yingying Ke, Yan Lu, Feng Wang, Nengguang Fan, Haiyan Sun, Huijie Zhang, Ruixin Liu, Jun Yang, Lei Ye, Mingyao Liu, and Guang Ning

Matrix Metalloproteinase-7 as a Surrogate Marker Predicts Renal Wnt/β-Catenin Activity in CKD
Weichun He, Roderick J. Tan, Yingjian Li, Dan Wang, Jing Nie, Fan Fan Hou, and Youhua Liu

Outpatient Nephrology Referral Rates after Acute Kidney Injury
Edward D. Siew, Josh F. Peterson, Svetlana K. Eden, Adriana M. Hung, Theodore Speroff, T. Alp Ikizler, and Michael E. Matheny

Tubular Lesions Predict Renal Outcome in Antineutrophil Cytoplasmic Antibody–Associated Glomerulonephritis after Rituximab Therapy
Annelies E. Berden, Rachel B. Jones, Dianhdra D. Erasmus, Michael Walsh, Laure-Hélène Noël, Franco Ferrario, Rüdiger Waldherr, Jan A. Bruijn, David R. Jayne, and Ingeborg M. Bajema, on behalf of the European Vasculitis Society

Test Characteristics of Urinary Biomarkers Depend on Quantitation Method in Acute Kidney Injury
Azrina Md Ralib, John W. Pickering, Geoffrey M. Shaw, Prasad Devarajan, Charles L. Edelstein, Joseph V. Bonventre, and Zoltan H. Endre

Comparative Effects of Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibition and Angiotensin-Receptor Blockade on Inflammation during Hemodialysis
Jorge L. Gamboa, Mias Pretorius, Deanna R. Todd-Tzanetos, James M. Luther, Chang Yu, T. Alp Ikizler, and Nancy J. Brown
See related editorial by Zaritsky and Kalantar-Zadeh (pp. 189–191).

APOL1 Risk Variants Predict Histopathology and Progression to ESRD in HIV-Related Kidney Disease

Filtration Markers May Have Prognostic Value Independent of Glomerular Filtration Rate
Navdeep Tangri, Lesley A. Inker, Hocine Tighiouart, Eric Sorensen, Vandana Menon, Gerald Beck, Michael Shlipak, Josef Coresh, Andrew S. Levey, and Mark J. Sarnak

Correction of Postkidney Transplant Anemia Reduces Progression of Allograft Nephropathy
Gabriel Choukroun, Nassim Kamar, Bertrand Dussol, Isabelle Etienne, Elisabeth Cassuto-Viguier, Olivier Toupane, François Glowacki, Bruno Moulin, Yvon Lebranchu, Guy Touchard, Mathieu Jaureguy, Nicolas Pallet, Yannick Le Meur, Lionel Rostaing, and Frank Martinez, for the CAPRIT study Investigators
See related editorial by Mehrotra (pp. 192–193).